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Part 1 Introduction

This booklet is based on the topic “brand and sustainability”. The chosen brand is “MUJI”,
the essence of this brand is low-carbon life. Since wood is produced in the forest, this
nature character of wood ensures its carbon balance, makes wood the perfect material
that can be related to MUJI and sustainability. However, since sustainability is highly
complex and dynamic, this research mainly focuses on the ecological impact of the
building. To avoid ecological impact is a part of sustainability since every building
interacts with the environment in greater or lesser extent. It takes some proportion
of the earth’s surface and assembled by the materials from the ecosystem. The strong
relationship of ecological impact and building is expressed in a Life Cycle Analysis of
Ken Yeang. The conclusion from Life Cycle Analysis shows the wood and wood-based
materials, are highly positive for ecological issues, especially for green gas emissions.
However, wood is sensitive and vulnerable, it calls for a careful attitude to design and
maintain the wooden building. A well designed and well-kept wood building can be
last for hundreds of years. So the research and design goes further on how to prolong
the life of the wooden building. In order to prolong the use of the building, the design
should be lifted up the ground, rainwater must in a control manner in case of worn
and rough, and the damage of moisture should be minimized. After designing, the
maintenance of the wooden structure is also necessary. The column, beam and wall are
designed by standardized component so they can be easily replaced and reused. The
wooden structure is designed for various use, different from day to night. Meanwhile,
the load-bearing columns offer the flexibility of walls to fit various uses in the future
which give the interior space more possibilities for future. All the mentioned characters
contributes a longer use of wooden building.
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Part 2 Brand
2.1 MUJI

“MUJI” means “no-brand, good quality”. It is a Japanese retail company originated in
1980 selling a variety of products including household goods, apparel and food. MUJI
is a brand tries to sell a life philosophy, to advocate a natural and simple way of life
(Fan, 2014). All the products are designed in an authentic language of simplicity and
nature. Selected materials, streamlined processes and simplified packages are the three
core principles that channeled simplicity and nature into MUJI’s design(Suzuki,2013).
Specifically, starting from materials selection, MUJI favors natural or recycled materials
like rattan, linen and wood. Unlike a name-brand product, which promotes their own
product by making it outstanding and colorful, neither the company name nor the
logo appears on MUJI products. This “NO-BRAND” brand tries to brand itself through
its distinctive design which restores the essence of materials. Thus, MUJI eliminates the
unnecessary artificial process such as sizing, polishing and painting. This streamlined
process makes products close to nature form and nature color (Fan, 2009).
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Fig. 2.1: Products of MUJI(Self made)
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2.2 Sustainability Strategies of MUJI

Nowadays, most brands peruse being sustainable. They always incorporate ”lowcarbon” or ”green” to show the responsibility of sustainable. According to MUJI, there
are four sustainable strategies, respectively production efficiently, waste elimination,
long lifetime and pleasant lifestyle. Production efficiently means to produce products
with the least amount of waste and energy. Based on a selected of raw materials,
MUJI tries to eliminate unnecessary processes such as painting and polishing. In this
way, colour and feeling of materials can be preserved. This feeling contributes to a
pleasant lifestyle. For example, MUJI always uses rattan and wood in their furniture.
These materials both smell good and create textured looks. More importantly, all
MUJI’s products are designed and manufactured with high-quality and sometimes also
replaceable. By providing a variety of replacement parts, MUJI prolongs the use, and
reduces waste of materials. According to the listed four sustainable strategies, wood is
the perfect material to show the essence of MUJI. Not only because it is the raw material
chosen by this Japanese brand, but also because of the feeling of this material, as well
as the advantage of replaceable, recyclable, easy to build and less embodied energy
(Muji, 2016).
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All the MUJI stores use wood furniture, some of them
are combined with wood structure. For example, solid
wood is designed as the structure of the MUJI European
flagship store in Paris. In MUJI Yurakucho bookstore, a
huge bookshelf is functioned as an element to divide
space. MUJI President Masaaki Kanai said, the ideas of
MUJI is not communicating through individual products,
it is a concept through the whole store having an
atmosphere that equates with space (Kate,2011).

Fig. 2.2: MUJI Yurakucho book store

Fig. 2.3: MUJI Flag shop in Paris

Fig. 2.4: MUJI shop in China
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Part 3 Sustainability
3.1 Character of Complexity

This project is “brand” and “sustainability”, Sustainability is described as a “requirement
of our generation to manage the resource base such that the average quality of life
that we ensure ourselves can potentially be shared by all future generations”(Asheim,
1994). According to MUJI, sustainability is further developed into four strategies related
to energy requirements, waste elimination, long lifetime and life quality. However,
the characters of sustainability are complex and contested. So when dealing with
sustainability, there are always wider assumptions about what constitutes the goals,
what the problem might be (Leach et al, 2010). For instance, recently sustainability is
closely connected to the climate change while it was deforestation one decade ago
(Schröder, 2015). Furthermore, even the pathways towards the same problem, they also
differs from particular contextual assumptions, methods, forms of interpretation and
values (Leach et al, 2010). For example, ecological impact is an important issue and is
highly related to sustainability, however the pathway towards this goal varies from one
architect to another. As it showed from James Wines:
Increasing numbers of exceptionally talented architects are exploring a range of approaches
and definitions for a new ecological architecture. For certain designers, the latest advances
in engineering and environmental technology are central to their objectives; while, for
others, it is important to return to the lessons of history and the use of indigenous methods
and materials. For another group, the resource of topography, vegetation, solar energy and
the earth itself are the means to achieve an expanded vision of organic buildings (Wines
2000, p67).
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We can find the same opinion from the sociologist Bruno Latour:” it is not simply a
‘matter of facts’ but of acknowledging ‘matters of concern’ (2004b, 231). ” Seen in his
way, the question shifts to asking how things can be assembled in ways that are more
sustainable (Guy,2012). Because there are different concerns about MUJI products and
MUJI buildings, so the mentioned four sustainability strategies of MUJI product cannot
be used directly on the architectural design. But it is possible to define our design task
on different concerns and establishment of a “fit” pattern in particular places.
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“When you think about the perception of ecological building, it was precisely something to do with wood, contact
with nature etc. But the most sustainable construction now is super-insulated and creates its own artificial
climate. If you open the window you lose energy. That is really a paradox.” (Philippe Rahm, quoted in Sattrup
2009c, 91)

Fig. 3.1: Passive house

Fig. 3.2: Thorncrown Chapel
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Here arise the question, how should we build up a series of concerns? Maybe
we can look at the opinions from other architects and how we judge the success
in terms of sustainability? There is one questionnaire on architectural Design
illustrated varied assessment from different architects(Edwards,2001):
Richard Rogers: The building is evaluated by how much cost are reduced in running and
maintenance in the life cycle of the building.
Norman Foster: He focuses on energy consumption. The ability to generate energy is
considered in the evaluation process, meanwhile, the energy required to run a building
should be as little as possible. Besides, he favours on flexibility structures, it means the
structure should be adaptable and prolonging the serving life.
Thomas Herzog: The “overall performance” is important. In a certain place, if the
building are closely linked to the location, how well is the relation between the building
to microclimate, topography, cultural heritage and etc.
Ken Yeang: How well is a building integrated seamlessly with the nature system in
the biosphere. How well can nature absorb the building waste after the serving life.
(Edwards,2001)
Since it is a highly complex issue, it is logical to choose one assessment method which
as already exist and used it as a guidance for designing a sustainable building.
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3.2 Life Cycle Analysis System of Ken Yeang

There are a lot of assessment nowadays. For instance, BREEAM and LEED are well-known
assessments based on life cycle analysis (Berardi,2012). The life cycle analysis is designed
through the timeline to examine the complete life of a building. It started from construction,
everyday use and maintenance, to refurbishment and eventual demolition (Herzog,2008). In the
life cycle analysis of Ken Yeang, he incorporates ecological impacts in each phases (Fossi, 2015).
He addresses the strong relation between the ecological and architecture design, as well as the
strong relationship between design and ecological impacts. In his book “designing with nature”:
“Ecological design theory, by nature of the interconnected as holistic characteristics of the earth’s
ecosystem, affects all aspects of human activities that have an impact on the natural environment. ”
(Yeang, 1995, p viii)
Within the biosphere, human and their activities are parts of the components functioning of the
ecosystem. Buildings are functioning as continuous flow of energy within materials exchange.
The flow will not only influence the ecosystem on that specific location but also synergistically
extend other ecosystem (Yeang, 1995). In his opinion, to a greater or lesser extent, every
designed system interacts(addition, alteration, depletion)with the environment. Even though “an
ecosystem is able to assimilate a certain amount of impairment to its process, it has a definite
limit to its assimilative ability” (Yeang, 1995, p.31) So in his life cycle analysis system, he addresses
the importance of lower the impact on the nature environment. Or at least, the impact from the
all stages of a building’s life span should be subject to the limitations inherent in the ecosystem
(Yeang, 1995).
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Fig. 3.3: Impacts in the life cycle of a design system (Ken Yeang,1992)
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3.3 Research Question

Wood is highly related to MUJI, and it is also part of the Istanbul culture since Ottoman period, thus, according to the topic
“brand and sustainability”, wood is chosen as the material in this project. Based on all the information, the research question are
developed as :

What are the environmental advantages of wood as building material seen through Life Cycle
Assessment of Ken Yeang?

How to design and maintain a wood building to prolong the use in an environmental friendly perspective?
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3.4 Life Cycle Analysis System- Production phase

In the production phase, wood has an advantage of widely
available and balanced entropy. Under the effective sustainable
forests management, wood can be replenished continuously.
3.4.1 Widely Available
Wood is one of the oldest building materials. Wood can be
easily obtained from trees. Evidence of a house in cologne
shows that the construction made of wood has already
existed since the Neolithic period (Herzog,2008). In Istanbul,
the timber-framed house has a history of 300 years. Travellers
stated that in 16th century, except some administrate buildings,
the rests were timber-framed buildings with masonry (brick or
adobe) infill houses (Kuban,1995). Except some royal structures,
such as juniper logs for the tomb of King Midas, most of the
old wooden house in Istanbul was made of fir or pine, with
beech for interior woodwork. At that time wood usually came
from the nearby forests or the Caspian coast. Caspian coast
is especially rich in forests. Lumber was then shipped to the
harbour of Istanbul for distribution (Taboroff,2016).
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Fig. 3.4: Cartography, Turkey, 16th century. Istanbul. From
Civitates Orbis Terrarum by Georg Braun

Fig. 3.5: Prinkipo Greek Orphanage

Forestry in Turkey was well established since Ottoman Empire.
In that period, forests were considered as the endowment
from God. Therefore the sustainable management of forests
is not a new topic for Turkish. The forest was divided into:
virgin forests, national parks and productive forests.(Özden,S.,
Birben, Ü, 2012) the virgin forest should be protected. In
productive forests, the harvested trees are replaced by another
trees. In the meanwhile, the quantity of the harvested trees
are also calculated to ensure the biodiversity of the forest,
and minimize the ecological damage on other species.
Through the sustainable forest management, wood can be
replenished continuously, provide a plentiful supply for local
use. (lefteri,2003). However, we should be aware of how long
it takes for a tree to grow up. For example, Turkish Red Pine,
growing mainly on the coastal areas of the Mediterranean and
Black Sea regions (Erakan,2003).
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Fig. 3.6: Grow rate of Turkish Red Pine

Demensions:
• Squared sections:
6 x 6/8/12 cm
8 x 10/12/16 cm
10 x 10/12/20/22 cm
12 x 12/14/16/20/24 cm
14 x 14/16 cm
16 x 16/18/20 cm
18 x 22 cm
20 x 20/24 cm
length up to 16 m
• Planks, boards and battens:
unplanned:
16, 18, 22, 24, 28, 38, 44, 48,
50, 63, 70, 75 mm thick
planed:
13.5, 15.5, 19.5, 25.5, 35.5,
41.5, 45.5 mm thick
planed Scandinavian timbers:
9.5, 11, 12.5, 14, 16, 22.5, 25.5,
28.5, 40, 45 mm thick
75, 80, 100, 115, 120, 125, 140,
150, 160, 175 mm wide
1500–6000 mm long in 250
and
300 mm increments
Fig. 3.7: Dimentions of wood product
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Fig. 3.8 Overview of structural timber (timber unsed primary for loadbearin functions)

From the table3.6 and 3.7, the red pine after can reach the diameter around 13.3CM after 30 years. If the red pine is cut for
solid structure timber using KVH. With finger-jointed, we may in maximum have one 6*12*400cm length timber. As showed
in the tableXX, it is the smallest group in the squared structural timber, thus, for the structural timber made by red pine grown
in Istanbul, at least 30 years grow-up is required for a tree to grow up before it can be used. If we compare to the time with
manufacture the steel beam or reinforced concrete, it shows no advantage. However, we should argue whether less time means
less environmental impact or not
20

Fig. 3.9: Humankind's mobilization of matierals (10 metric tons/an):
Comparison of geological rates with human consumption rates(from Holdren
and Ehrlich,1974)
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3.4.2 Balanced Entropy
Steel is made of raw iron and mainly forged by the energy
provided by fossil fuels. From the table XX, the rate of mining
is higher than the geological rate of raw iron. Moreover, the
rate of consumption the fossil fuels is faster than the ability of
the biosphere to regenerate them (Yeang,2008). Fossil fuels
can provide the energy and the central of it is the carbon
cycle. Seen in this way, manufacture steel is faster than wood
but it results in the acceleration on entropy. The entropy
can be conceived as the degree of dilution in a system.
(Berry,1972,p31).
Then we can find out one advantage of the wood, it is a grown
in the forests. The leaves capture the energy of sun and stored
carbon dioxide by photosynthesis (Kolb,2008). The tree is the
nature organism, it maintains itself in a steady way, it avoids an
increase in entropy (Yeang,1995).
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3.5 Life Cycle Analysis System- Construction Phrase

3.5.1 Less technology required
Materials, tools and techniques are the primary conditions for
building forms and construction. In 19th century, with the help
of the advanced technology, industrialization brings iron, steel,
concrete and plastics on the historical stage, which still have a
strong influence on the buildings today (Kolb,2008). However,
before the technology and new materials appeared, there had
been a lot of wooden buildings throughout the world since
wood is a high-strength material which has no need of high
technology. First of all, wood is a high-strength material for
buildings. In Istanbul, fir or pine are used as structure and then
fill with masonry (Kuban,1995). Pine can provide the same
degree of strength as steel but 16 times lighter than it, and
comparing to concrete, pine is 5 times lighter. (Mcleod,2015)
Secondly, Wood is easy to produce and manipulate. By using
tools and human energy, Wooden house can be also assembled
by nature products , such like pegs, rattan, or even interlocks
without joints. Thirdly, manufacturing wood typically requires
less fossil energy than the manufacturing of most alternative
materials. Such kind of material, like metals, concrete or
bricks, are transformed from raw materials to cement clinker
by a series of chemical reactions. (Werner and Richter, 2007 ;
Sathre and O’Connor, 2010). On the contrary, wood avoid the
industrial process emissions since only the drying process use
most energy during the manufacturing. However, the energy
can be provided by the wood residues. In this way the energy
use in manufactory is simply release of solar energy stored
in the tree. Thus, the carbon emission from wood product
manufacturing is generally much lower than that from nonwood products (Sathre,2014).
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Fig. 3.10: Purlin suppored in fork of branches from the Bronze Age, 1800-1500
BC
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Fig. 3.11: Cloister in Montvillier, France, 16th c.

Fig. 3.12: Farmhouse Museum, Amerang, Germany
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building

description

Building A1(masonry,
conventional)

Load-bearing structure in a longitudinal arrangement. Load-bearing walls built using single-layer SOLBET masonry. Beam and block
ceiling. Traditional wood roof with a collar beam. Building foundation laid on a continuous footing. Continuous footing made of concrete
(thickness 30 cm), laid directly on the bearing soil.
Load-bearing structure in a longitudinal arrangement. Load-bearing walls built using a
light framework.
Ceiling
andand
pitched
double-layer
masonry.
Beam
blockroof
ceiling.
constructed using lattice trusses. Building placed on the concrete continuous footing (thickness 30 cm) founded directly on the bearing
soil.

Building B1(wooden,
A2(masonry,
conventional)

Fig. 3.13: Construction system and the method of foundation of the analysed building. (Pajchrowski et at.2013)

3.5.2 Wood house is lighter
The study of Pajchrowski(2013) compared the conventional
masonry houses and the conventional wooden houses which
built with maximisation of the use of wood. Both are 4-person
family houses with usable area of 98.04m2. The design requires
both house remain the same quality for a life span of 100
years. The result shows that the conventional wooden house
is around 30% lighter than the conventional masonry house
which result a reduction of the Eco indicator for transport of
building materials (Pajchrowski et,al.,2013).

Group
of building
of building
materials
materials

Building
Building
A1(masonry,
A1(masonry,
conventional)
conventional)
Amount (kg)

Share (%)

Concrete
Natural stone materials
Building ceramics
as well
as grouts
andand
mortars
Mineral binding materials,
as well
as grouts
mortars

107,038.8
74,121.0
16,452.9
10,640.4
10,640.4

49.1
34.0
7.5
4.9 4.9

Wood/wood-based materials
Metals
Plastics
Glass
Preservatives and paints
Plasterboards

4,050.8
3,906.9
1,320.2
277.0
178.6
0.0

1.9
1.8
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.0

Total

217,986.7

100.0

of building
materials
Group
of building
materials

Building
B1(wooden,
conventional)
Building
B1(wooden,
conventional)
Amount (kg)

Share (%)

Concrete
Natural stone materials
Building ceramics
as well
as grouts
andand
mortars
Mineral binding materials,
as well
as grouts
mortars

60,165.5
68,633.4
797.7
1,422.9
1,422.9

39.8
45.5
0.5
0.9 0.9

Wood/wood-based materials
Metals
Plastics
GLass
Preservatives and paints
Plasterboards

13,629.5
1,132.5
1,082.8
277.0
198.7
3,653.9

9.0
0.8
0.7
0.2
0.1
2.4

Total

150,993.8

100.0

[23]. Weight
Source:
Fig. 3.14:

of individual construction modules of the analysed buildings.
(Pajchrowski et at.2013)
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4 4

5 5

Building
Building
A2(masonry,
A2(masonry,
passive)
passive)

8,268.4
8,268.4

3.4 3.4

4

Building
B2(wooden,
passive)
Building
B2(wooden,
passive)

712.7
712.7

0.8 0.8

7

Building module

Building B1(wooden, conventional)

Concrete
Natural stone materials
Building ceramics (excluding expanded clay aggregate from the ceiling system)
Mineral binding materials, as well as grouts and mortars
Wood/wood-based materials (excluding doors and cellulose)
Metals (excluding ceiling system, gas boiler, window/door frames and cables)
Plastics (excluding window/door frames, cables and gas boiler)
Glass
Preservatives and paints
Other/multi-material (complete ceiling system, electrical cables, gas boiler, window
and door frames)
Wood/wood-based materials (cellulose)
Total

Indicator result
(Pt)

Share
(%)

Ranking

0.7
0.1
0.9
1.0

11.7
1.2
13.9
15.9

5
9
4
3

1.1
–
0.9
0.5

8.3
–
6.8
3.7

4
–
5
7

ÿ0.5
1.5
0.4
0.2
0.2
1.8

ÿ7.8
24.0
5.9
2.5
3.5
29.2

10
2
6
7
8
1

1.2
0.2
5.9
0.2
2.6

9.1
1.8
45.6
1.7
20.1

3
8
1
9
2

–
6.3

–
100.0

–

0.6

4.4

6

Fig. 3.15: Environmental impact according to types of building materials. (Pajchrowski et at.2013)

3.5.3 Wood-based Materials Absorbed More Co2 Than Emit
Another table from Pajchrowski(2013)shows an environmental impact comparison between other materials and wood in the
construction phase.
We can find the indicator result is -0.5 Pt for the wood and wood-based materials. It is because during the manufacture process,
the co2 emitted by transport, cut, transform the land surface (98.7 kg per 1m3 large-size wood)was much lower in comparison to
the co2 absorbed in the photosynthesis(926 kg per 1m3 large-size wood). Which means all the wood and wood based materials
have the smallest co2 among all the selected materials. (Pajchrowski et,al., 2013)
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3.6 Life Cycle Analysis System- Operation phase

Wood is composed of about 50% carbon by dry weight (Sathre,2014). In the operation phase, wood building works as physical
storage for co2, which can be a significant part of the greenhouse gas benefits (Lippke et,al.,2010, Herzog,2008). However, wood is
a nature material, it can be decomposed by a variety of organisms and it also changes due to different temperature and humidity.
So the wood building needs a lot of attention before design process and more activities to conservation or renovation while
maintaining the building. For instance, a 98.04 conventional wooden houses, brings more environmental consequences by two
times frequently activities of using impregnates and paints than the conventional masonry house (Sathre,2014).
3.6.1 Decay
The decay can degrade the cell wall and cause losses in wood strength. It contributes to the sustainability because it provides
a natural recycling. However, it is problematic while the wood building still in use. First of all, there are wood species naturally
more resistant resistance to decay. For example: all cedars, old-growth redwood, old-growth baldcypress, white oak, and locust
(Fisette,2005). However, there are limited of wood spices and some of them are old-growth tree. Because most decay organs
requires a moist environment to grow, so the design should minimize the standing water on the surface. Usually, a surface
coating and chemical preservations are applied to repeal water and kill decay organisms. From an environment perspective,
the chemical will prolong the use of wood building, but the chemical process add the toxicity burden in the environment while
manufacturing. Furthermore, the recycle of the chemical treated wood is limited. However, research is underway to development
wood preservation and lower the toxicity emission. For example Acetylation wood performs better than the untreated wood, but
less economic efficiency (Rowell,2006). Furfurylation is another way and it is currently produced commercially on a small scale, it is
also better environmental friendly since the furfuryl alcohol is produced from hydrolysed biomass waste (Lande et al.,2008).
3.6.2 Insects
Insects can attack and destroy wood, the best way of dealing with this is to leave the timber exposed so that it is easily inspected
(Herzog,2008).
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3.6.3 Deformation
at a particular location.
Every tree is an organism, which makes each
wood has a
in order
unique character. This individuality makes it challenging
later
to calculate. Moreover, the properties of wood
also differs
beand
achieved
partly direction
depending on which part of the tree
in which
natural means. However,
they are cutting. Changes in temperature and moisture causes
low moisthe deformation of wood, Fig.3.16 shows different deformation
by
may occur due to different
of plant,
wood.
Sothis
it is
important to
usingpart
drying
and
involves
keep in mind the possible deformation of each part of timber
components in
and to react on that(Fig.3.17). As Pekka Heikkinen(paper)
said
an alternating moisture con:”Changes in shape cannot be completely
avoided, but their
be expected, e.g. comeffects can be minimized
with responsible,
incentive
ponents
exposed to the
weather,and good
assodesign.”
changes. This
for example, to the timber
Another way is to use a composite wood. Instead of harvesting
facades exposed
large trees for span, composite
wood iseffects
madeofby
smaller pieces
to the changing
sunshine

Fig. 3.16: Deformations of solid timber sections (Herzog, 2004).

of wood bonding together. In this way, the wood products
become more homogenous and predictable. However,
typically petroleum-based adhesive is used for bonding and
it results in pollutant emissions, it is directly related to global
warming, photochemical oxidants formation, acidification,
eutrophication and toxicity.(Imam et al,.1999) However recent
studies have documented the environmental benefits by
using alternative adhesives, for instance, using photochemical
oxidant.
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Fig. 3.17: Cut to prevent the deformation (Kottas,2006).

ÿ
Waste material group

Building B1(wooden, conventional)
Final waste disposal (Pt)

Ranking

Concrete
Natural stone materials
Building ceramics
Mineral binding materials, as well as grouts and mortars

0.2
0.2
0.003
0.01

2
1
6
5

Wood/wood-based materials (excluding cellulose)
Metals
Plastics
Glass
Preservatives and paints
Plasterboards
Wood/wood-based materials (cellulose)

ÿ0.2
ÿ0.8
ÿ0.3
ÿ0.03
0.02
0.01
–

8
10
9
7
3
4
–

Total

ÿ0.8

0.2
–
0.003
0.004

1
–
5
4

0.02
0.01

2
3

Source:
Analyst v.7.3.0/Impact
2002+.
Fig.
3.18:SimaPro
Environmental
impact of final
disposal of demolition waste– according to groups of waste materials (Pajchrowski
et at.2013).
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3.7 Life Cycle Analysis System- Recovery phase

The recovery process of the building includes removal, demolition, renewal, recycling, reuse and
regeneration (Yeang,2008). Generally, wood has the advantage of lower shipping weight in all
processes (Pajchrowski et,al.,2013). However, from the research of Pajchrowski(2013), compared
with metal, plastic and glass wood do not have an advantage in recycle process. fig.3.18
Wood can be recycle through a cascade concept (sathre,2010). Cascading is a sequential of
optimal use of material. For example, untreated wood can be recycled and reused. The byproduct of wood can be easily converted into new paper and synthetic materials. However, it
is not achievable to recycle all the wood materials since most of wood are contaminated with
other materials. For instance, preservative, adhesives, coatings, paints and so on (Herzog,2008).
In the last step of the cascading, wood is incinerated for energy, since its distinct dual role of
both material and fuel (sathre,2010). In the year of 2000, 3.4 billion of wood was used all over
the world, about 55% of them was used for energy generation(Herzog,2008). Seen in this way,
the recycled wood reduces the consumption of the fossil fuels (lefteri,2003).In contrast to
burning fossil fuels, burning the wood only released carbon dioxide was originally fixed from the
atmosphere through photosynthesis. Moreover, fossil fuels are non-renewable energy resources.
In the report of British Petroleum, by the end of 2006, based on the ration of coal mining, there
were 147 years on proven coal reserves worldwide(British Petroleum,2006). In the consideration
of sustainable development, we would better choose renewable energy instead of these fossil
ones which would be used out one day. As wood grows in forests, if trees are planted under
a sustained way, wood has the natural advantage over other materials of being 100 per cent
renewable (lefteri,2003).
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3.8 Summary

The life cycle of wood building includes four phases, respectively the processing of wood-based
products, the assembly of building components, the maintenance of the building, and the endof-life organization of the building components.
As a product from forest, the most beneficial part of wood is neutral carbon balance. It is highly
positive for green gas emissions. In the first phase, carbon dioxide is stored in wood and wood
products. Through incineration in the last phase of the life cycle, this part of carbon dioxide
works out as recovering energy. In addition to this, since wood is used as both material and fuel,
using recycled wood for energy may reduce the consumption of non-renewable fuels.
In the second phase, based on the research of the conventional wooden house, the emitted
CO2 during construction is significantly lower in comparison to the amount absorbed during
photosynthesis, which also shows less ecological impact over the other materials. Besides the
conventional wooden house, there are some old ones with historic carpentry, required energy
is provided by wood residues and they are joined by nature materials or interlocks. So the old
wooden house have the advantage of no polluting additives.
In all stages, wood has shown the advantage of less energy consumption since the weight of this
material. Less weight resulted in less energy required, including shipping materials to building
site, delivering to other sites to reuse as well as removing the demolished waste to the disposal
site.
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In general, wood is a perfect material for MUJI. It is highly positive for some ecological issues,
especially the greenhouse emissions. It is a biologically-produced material which can be
replenished continuously and some recycled wood can be decomposed by organisms without
bringing environmental issues, the other can be burned for energy. With the help of the
environmentally compatible adhesives and coating, less pollutant emissions and it also have
the advantage to prolong wood’s life. Long-lasting wood products are especially effective since
on one hand they stored the carbon dioxide for their lifetime of the products, and on the other
hand they have lower grow rate. In order to extend the life of wooden building, a good design
is needed besides some adhesives or coating. Wooden building have more frequent activities
in the maintain phase, so the component parts of the building should be designed to be easily
maintained, repaired and replaced.
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Part 4 Culture
4.1 Program of MUJI

Fig. 4.1: MUJI Poster
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Fig. 4.2: MUJI Campsite

MUJI is an Japanese brand
sells a lot of products, for
example: household goods,
clothes, furniture, electronics.
It contains four divisions,
respectively “”Café & Meal
Muji”, ”Muji Campsite”, ”florist
”and ”home furnishing”
(MUJI,2016).
Since Istanbul and Japan have
different culture, the shop of
MUJI in Istanbul shouldn’t be
a copied and pasted of the
shop divisions in Japan, it
should contain some Turkey
element. So only ”Café & Meal
Muji” and “home furnishing”
are kept in this design.

Fig. 4.3: MUJI Cafe and Meal
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4.2 Program realted to Istanbul

MUJI has shops all over the world, so they also design and sell
a lot of things reveals different cultures, for example, celadon
pottery in Thailand, wooden chairs for china, special handmade
cloth in India. Since carpet is an essential part of Turkish
culture, another function for the tradition handicraft of carpet
or tile was added in the program.

Fig. 4.4: Carpet
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Fig. 4.5: MUJI products according to different culture
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MUJI and carpet both favors in natural materials, MUJI uses rattan, linen and wood,
and Turkish Carpets are made from wool, cotton, or silk. Handmade carpet is a
custom passed on from mother to daughter since 7000 B.C. But this custom have
slowly disappeared due to mass-produced factory products. Traditional handmade
carpet is meaningful, it is the personal labor of the weaver (Atay,2015). The carpet
is a poem about their life, every symbol is readable. They represent the power of
nature, religion and humanity. From the fig 4.7, we can find all the colours come
from different plants.

Fig. 4.6: Symbols of the Carpet

oriental-rug-history.html

Fig. 4.7: Colours of the Carpets origin from different plant
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Fig. 4.8: The sale of carpet usually combines with tile
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Fig. 4.10: Show room

From the experience of several carpet shops in Istanbul, most
shop have their own workshop to show how it is made. It is
also interesting that you can also try to make the carpet, get a
better understanding of the weaving. After experiencing the
workshop, you can go to the showroom, it is a large space with
artificial light to simulate the sun. The space is large because of
different size of the carpet, for example, fig4.11 shows a carpet
with a size of 356*762cm. Normally, the small one is more
expensive since it need more patient and the nodding is more
difficult.
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Fig. 4.12: Antique
Fig
que carpet,
rpe size:63*90cm

Fig. 4.11: Antique carpet, size:356*762cm

Fig. 4.13: Antique carpet, size:244*307cm
40

4.3 Program of the building

The program are made based on the requirement of the MUJI
as well as the culture of Istanbul. The “MUJI coffee& food” and
MUJI shop are functions of the brand, concerning the culture of
Istanbul , exhibition space and workshop for carpet are added.

Fig. 4.14: Program
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4.4 Material Of MUJI

MUJI favors wood, the household shop of MUJI uses wood shelf
to express a warm feeling of home.

vegass
veg
asseve
ass
even.c
eve
n.comn.c
omFig. 4.15: MUJI shop
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4.5 Wooden houses In the history of Istanbul

Fig. 4.16: wooden houses of Heybeliada - Heybeliada, Istanbul
http://www.trekearth.com/gallery/Middle_East/Turkey/Marmara/Istanbul/
Heybeliada/photo563197.htm
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Fig. 4.17: Sections of a timber-framed Anatolian house. (Sahin,2004)

Fig. 4.19: View of traditional and reinforced concrete buildings after the 1999
Düzce earthquake of Turkey .(Dogangun,2006)

In the history of Turkey, there were a lot of wooden buildings
in 1960s. The construction of a tradition wooden house is
the hybrid system including timber and masonry(figXX).
The tradition timber-framed house has earthquake-resistant
properties, however, fire and rapid urbanization process
caused the abandonment of these traditional houses
(Sahin,2004).

Fig.4.18: Himis, traditional Turkish construction (Gulkan and Langabelanc,2004).
Figure 1:

Himis, traditional Turkish construction.
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Part 5 Iocation
5.1 Hill site

Fig. 5.1: Castle in Japan

Fig. 5.2: Nakagawa-machi Bato Hiroshige Museum of Art by Kengo Kuma

Beauty and Naturalism are elements from Japanese aesthetic.
No matter it is a tradition building or a modern building, the
building usually integrated into its surrounding.
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Fig. 5.3: View on the hill

Fig. 5.4: View on foot of the hill

In the Istanbul, the location is chosen in one hill site of Beyoglu.
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5.2 City Plan

Fig. 5.6: Beyoglu area(Yetiskul el al,2016).

The selected area is Beyoglu in the European side of Istanbul. It
is the center of culture, art, business and entertainment.
Fig. 5.5: location.
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From the Beyoglu conservation plan, the hill site is under the
Galata Port Project.
Fig. 5.7: Beyoglu conservation plan.(Yetiskul et al., 2016)
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The ideas of city plan try bring more accessibility to the water front. The new developed area
connects the existing plaza by a boulevard
Fig. 5.8: ldeas of City Plan
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Fig. 5.9: City Plan

The cruise terminal was located at the end of the boulevard. It is closed due to its own
circulation.
The existing two museums are kept in this area, another block next to Istanbul modern is
developed for restaurant and shops. More restaurant and shops are added along the boulevard
to the plaza in the East.
50

An extra pier was added to keep the function of the cruise
ships while open the water front at the same time.
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Fig. 5.10: Section of City Plan

5.3 Site

Fig. 5.11: Site
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5.3 Site
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Fig. 5.12: Surrounding
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Surrounding
Site

Fig. 5.13: Pictures of Surroundings
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9,(:

5.4 Hill Building

Fig. 5.14: Iscocline and building

The building on the hill can be divided into three groups:
building on top of the hill, building parallel to isocline, building
perpendicular to isocline, and hybrid.

Fig. 5.14: Kirosan Observatory by Kengo Kuma

/$5*(563$&(
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Fig. 5.15: Kirosan Observatory Kengo Kuma
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Fig. 5.14: Iscocline and building
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Fig. 5.16: Toto Seminar House by Tadao Ando
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Fig. 5.14: Iscocline and building
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Fig. 5.17: Rokko Housing by Tadao Ando
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5.5 Hill Site Analysis

Fig. 5.18: MAUI roof house by dekleva gregoric arhitekti

Fig. 5.20: Building buried in the hill

Fig. 5.21: Building half-buried in the
hill
Fig. 5.19: Miho Museum by Leoh Ming Pei
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The building on the hill site is an interesting topic, there are
three different relationships between a building and hill.
However, since wood is a biologically-produced material from
trees. It can be decomposed by a variety of organisms. So the
design should be lifted up the ground. Moreover, it’s also easier
to maintain and repair of columns. So fig5.20 and Fig5.21 are
not suitable for wooden buildings.

9,(:

6/,*+7/<
$'-867+
Fig. 5.22: Building above the ground
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Part 6 Ideas
6.1 Forms of construction

The wood structure has
a rhythm, it is expressed
on the column and beam
configuration plus the types
of connection.

Fig. 6.1:'Garden House' by Chris Precht
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Fig. 6.2: GC Prostho Museum Research Center
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There are variety of forms of construction, in this design the
chosed type is conpound conlum and compound beam, the
advantage of the structure is obvious:
The beams are exposed, brings a distinctive characteristic of
this type of construction.
The secondary structure bear directly on the main beams, offer
a relatively high floor zone.
The compound system is stronger than the single beam
system.
The size of the beam is reduced due to the compound system.
(Kolb,2008)
The grid was chosen as 5000*5000, due to the size of the
carpet.

Fig. 6.3: Forms of frame construction.(Kolb,2008)
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Fig. 6.4: The effects of different grid dimensions and different floor beam spacing on the sizes of Timber members for residential building(Kolb,2008
building(Kolb,2008).
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6.2 Nest We Grow by Kengo kuma

Fig. 6.5:Nest we Grow
65

Fig. 6.6: Section of Nest we grow
Fig

Nest We Grow won the 4th annual LXIL International design- built competition in 2014, it offers an open structure. It is a
contemporary building brings people in the community together. The program was build on the life cycle of these local foods,
respectively, growing, harvesting, storing, cooking/dining, and composting.
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Fig. 6.7: Structure
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Fig. 6.8: The detail on St Mary's Collegiate Church in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany

Fig. 6.9: Connection

The design uses the composite column, which uses smaller pieces of wood to generate a larger column. The joint is three-way
joint. The same detail of the St mary’s Collegiate Church in Frankfurt.(fig6.8) The entire building process taking only six months to
complete (Kuma,2016).
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Fig. 6.10: Structure

Fig. 6.11: Poster by MUJI

Form the poster we can find that MUJI also offer a flexible
attitude. In the design an open load-bearing columns is used to
offer the flexibility of the walls. The concept of the wall is using
100mm*100mm batten combined with different density. In
this way, It can create a fully closed space or semi-close space.
The batten can be easily removed so it will fit various uses in
the future. The size of the batten is almost half of the beam. So
it is also very effective for the cascade concept of the wood.
According to the ideas to prolong the use of the structure, all
the components are screwed together so they can be easily
replaced and repaired.
Fig. 6.11: Ideas of using standarized components.
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6.3 Collage

Fig. 6.12: collage
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Part 7 Result
7.1 Rendering

Fig. 6.13: Render
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7.2 Progam

Fig. 6.14: Program
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7.3 Design Process
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Fig. 6.15: Site
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6WHHSDUHD

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process

Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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Fig. 6.16: Design Process
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7.4 Column

Fig. 6.17: Different directions of beam can result different openings
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7.5 Model

Fig. 6.18: Model
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7.6 Site Plan

Fig. 6.19: Site Plan
an
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7.7 Ground Floor
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Fig. 6.20: Ground Floor Plan
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7.8.1 4th Floor Plan
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7.8.2 3rd Floor Plan
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7.8.3 2nd Floor Plan
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7.8.4 1st Floor Plan
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Fig. 6.21: Floor Plan
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7.9.1 Section B-B
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Fig. 6.23: Section

7.9.2 Section A-A
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Fig. 6.24: Section
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7.10 Circulation
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7.11 South Facade
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Fig. 6.26: Facade
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Fig. 6.27: Program
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7.13 Night Club
Fig. 6.28: Night Club

This part opens at day and night, in the day it is the temporary
exhibition. At night, it works as the platform for the night bar.
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Fig. 6.29: Areas open at night
Fig. 6.30: Night Render
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7.14 View From Corridor
Fig. 6.31: View of the sea
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Fig. 6.32: Platform
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7.15 Detail 1:20
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Fig. 6.33: Detail
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Fig. 6.33: Detail
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